


OrgeX VST Plugin: Reflekt Audio

The OrgeX VST Plugin is a jam packed unique sounding instrument that was created ground up.
OrgeX consist of over 200 sounds ranging from 808s, kicks, keys, plucks, and more! All of the sounds

within the OrgeX VST plugin were designed from the amazing and powerful OP-1 portable
synthesizer. Every single sound was made using the OP-1 synth engine which means you get that
unique synth like sound. The drums and playable instruments have this almost game like sound to

them, like something we would hear in a Zelda game. The OrgeX VST Plugin is equipped with 3 mods
in which they all have something different to offer. I will elaborate more on that in this PDF, and I will

let you hear some examples as well. Do not hesitate to pick up your copy today, 

Product Details:
Windows/Mac Compatible

Works In Most Major DAWS
(Excluding Pro Tools)

Zipped File Size:2.40 GB
Unzipped File Size:6.17GB

4 Drum Kit Mods W/ 39 Drums Each Kit
417 One Shot Mods

1 Loop Mod W/40 Loops
(Included Free W/ Every Purchase Of OrgeX

All Sounds Designed on the OP-1
3 Bass Instruments
9 Key Instruments
8 Lead Instruments
1 Misc Instrument
5 Pad Instruments

9 Pluck Instruments
2 String Instruments
6 Synth Instruments
39 808 Instruments

21 Hi Hat Instruments
42 Kick Instruments

15 One Shot Misc Instruments
35 Percussion Instruments

10 Sample Chops
37 Snare Instruments

8 Sub Instruments
14 Vox Chop Instruments

http://ReflektAudio.com/


OrgeX Drum Kit Mod.

The OrgeX Drum Kit Mod contains 4 different drum kits and has 39 one shot drum samples within
each mod to make up that drum kit. Each drum kit has a set of essential parameters so we can tweak the

drums. The effects each of the 39 drum samples has are Attach, Decay, Sustain, Release, Volume, &
Pan. As you can see listed above each set of sounds as A,D,S,R,V,P. On the side is a volume meter with

some more essential effects such as a reverb, low and high amp, LFO with rate and depth, glide with
voice mode type, pitch, and a filter. Also the circles on the web can be clicked to trigger a sound. On
the top of the header you have the bypass button, expansion search, info panel, sound preview, sound
cancel, preview sound, next sound, and the instrument list. PS you can also click on the numbers for

each sound to trigger the sound for that number. The drums start on the key 36 and ends on 74. 



OrgeX One Shot Mod

This is the OrgeX one shot mod. This one shot mod contains 417 different instruments ranging from
808S, Kicks, Hi Hats, Snares, Percussion, Keys, Pads, Plucks and more! Each sound is fully mapped to
the midi spectrum so we get full tonal range for each sound. There is loads of inspiration from this VST
plugin and the OrgeX plugin also comes with midi to get you creating right out the box. The one shot

mod is also equipped with essential effects as the drum kit mod. The header we have the bypass,
expansion search, info panel, audio play preview, cancel sound,  previous instrument, next instrument,
and instrument list. Next we have reverb, glide with voice mode selection, pitch, filter with filter type,
gain, pain, attack decay, sustain, release, amp low and high, and LFO with rate and depth. PS you can

also click on the numbers for each sound to trigger the sound for that number. 



OrgeX FREE Loop Mod

With every purchase of OrgeX you get this free loop mod which has 40 unique loops. The same applies
with the header. The header we have the bypass, expansion search, info panel, audio play preview,

cancel sound,  previous instrument, next instrument, and instrument list. Each loop has a bypass button
and can be triggered by simply clicking on the words/loop title. On the side we have the same essential

effects we had on the drum kits which are reverb, low and high amp, LFO with rate and depth, glide
with voice mode type, pitch, and a filter, attack, decay, sustain, and release, also with the volume meter

there on the side.

If there is any questions you may have please email me at Support@ReflektAudio.com and I will
further assist you. 

If you’re not follow me on instagram @ReflektAudio for free sounds, sample packs, vst plugins, gift
card giveaways and more!

http://instagram.com/reflektaudio/
mailto:Support@ReflektAudio.com

